Choroidal Structural Changes in Smokers Measured Using Choroidal Vascularity Index
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PURPOSE. Cigarette smoking is a known risk factor for vascular dysfunction. This study evaluated choroidal structural changes in smokers using the choroidal vascularity index (CVI) derived from image binarization on spectral domain optical coherence tomography scans with enhanced depth imaging (ED-OCT).

METHODS. This cross-sectional study included 39 smokers and 44 non-smokers. Choroidal images on ED-OCT were binarized into luminal area (LA) and stromal area (LA). CVI was calculated as the ratio of LA to total choroid area (TCA). CVI, foveal retinal thickness (FRT), and subfoveal choroidal thickness (SFCT) between smokers and non-smokers were compared using likelihood ratio test with linear mixed model. Trend and subgroup analysis were performed to investigate the dose-dependent relationship between CVI/FRT/SFCT and pack-years.

RESULTS. CVI in smokers (65 ± 2%) was lower compared to non-smokers (67 ± 2%, P = 0.0001). The difference remained significant after adjusting for age (P = 0.001). There was no significant association between cigarette smoking and FRT/SFCT. CVI decreased by 0.12% with each unit increase in smoking measured by pack-year (P = 0.0009). In subgroup analysis, those who smoked 8 to 12 and >12 pack-years had significantly lower CVI compared to non-smokers (both P < 0.05).

CONCLUSIONS. Cigarette smoking is associated with decreased choroidal vascularity in healthy subjects, and this association appears to be dose dependent. CVI might be a non-invasive marker of vascular health in smokers.
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Cigarette smoking is one of the leading causes for preventable illness and death worldwide.1 It is responsible for substantial morbidities and mortalities as well as enormous economic cost, totaling more than $1.4 trillion USD in health care costs and lost productivity.2

Cigarette smoke contained more than 4000 different constituents, many of which had toxic and carcinogenic properties.3 Among many of its adverse effects to the human body, cigarette smoking was a known risk factor for systemic vascular dysfunction. WHO has estimated that smoking is responsible for 10% of all cardiovascular deaths in the world.4 The total disease burden attributable to cigarette smoking and secondhand smoke was approximated 6.3 million deaths annually, one third of which were secondary to cardiovascular disease.5 To eye-health care providers, smoking is strongly associated with common sight-threatening conditions, such as age-related macular degeneration, diabetic retinopathy, cataract, contact lens-related keratitis, and Graves’ ophthalmopathy.6,7

Choroid is the vascular layer of the eye. Recent advancement of optical coherence tomography (OCT) technology, especially with enhanced depth imaging (EDI), has allowed for fast, non-invasive, and detailed assessment of choroidal structure.8 Knowledge of choroidal structural change may in turn allow clinicians and scientists to gain insight into systemic vascular health status.9

Previously, choroidal thickness (CT) was used as the main surrogate marker for choroidal structure. However, the effect of cigarette smoking on CT has been inconsistent.10-12 Recently, choroidal vascularity index (CVI) was proposed as a novel and robust tool to evaluate choroidal vasculature in both healthy and diseased eyes.13,14 In this study, we have compared choroidal structural change between healthy smokers and non-smokers using CVI.

METHODS

In this cross-sectional study, subjects were recruited from March 2017 to April 2018 (14 months) at a tertiary referral eye care center in India. Ethical approval was obtained from the Institutional Review Board and informed consent was obtained from each subject. This study adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Subjects with any systemic or ocular diseases were excluded. Demographic data and history of
The measurement of dependent variables on both eyes from the same subject were regarded as non-independent, repeat observations. To account for this, linear mixed model was used with age and cigarette smoking as fixed factors and subject as a random factor. Thus, the resulting mixed model to explore the effect of these factors on the dependent variables (Y) was:

\[ Y \sim \text{age} + \text{smoking} + (1|\text{SubjectID}) + \varepsilon \]

The term (1|SubjectID) refers to random effect, which is an R-typical notation format, indicating that the intercept is different for each patient. The error term \( \varepsilon \) represents the deviations from the predictions due to factors that are beyond reach of fixed and random components.

The effect of each fixed factor on the dependent variables was evaluated for statistical significance by comparing the full model with the reduced model (i.e., using Likelihood Ratio tests). The analysis was performed using R (R Core Team 2012) and with lme4 package.

Trend analysis between structural parameter (CVI/FRT/SFCT) and unit increase in smoking (pack-year) was performed with linear mixed model to account for measurements from both eyes of the same subject and adjusted for age. A P value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**RESULTS**

A total of 39 smokers and 44 non-smokers were included in this study (Table 1). The mean age was 41.79 (±6.48) years for smokers and 36.56 (±8.77) years for non-smokers. Smokers included in this study were significantly older than non-smokers (P < 0.0001). All subjects were male gender. The average amount of cigarette smoking was 8.89 (±5.35) pack-years.

Mean CVI among smokers was 65 ± 2%, and this was lower compared to CVI in non-smokers (67 ± 2%, P = 0.0001; Table 1). The difference remained significant after adjusting for age (P = 0.001). There was no significant difference in FRT/SFCT between smokers and non-smokers.

In trend analysis, CVI decreased by 0.12% with each unit increase in smoking measured by pack-year, and this was statistically significant (P = 0.0009; Table 2). Changes in FRT or SFCT with increasing pack-year were not significant. In subgroup analysis (Fig. 2; Table 2), those who smoked 8 to 12 and >12 pack-years showed significant reduction in CVI compared to non-smokers, while those smoked ≤8 pack-years did not. There was no significant difference in FRT/SFCT in smoking subgroups except those who smoked 8 to 12 pack-years had higher FRT compared to non-smokers.

**Statistical Analysis**

Age and cigarette smoking history were treated as independent variables, while CVI, FRT, and SFCT were treated as dependent variables. Amount of cigarette smoking was based on total exposure measured by pack-years, which was the number of years of smoking multiplied by the number of packs of cigarettes smoked per day. This was zero for non-smokers.
DISCUSSION

In this study, we have shown that cigarette smoking had a dose-dependent association with reduction of CVI in male smokers free of any systemic or ocular diseases. There was no significant association between cigarette smoking and FRT or SFCT.

Several pathogenic mechanisms linking cigarette smoking to systemic vascular dysfunction have been demonstrated in the literature. Firstly, components in cigarette smoke, particularly nicotine, was associated with a direct toxic effect to endothelium, resulting in its structural damage both in vitro and in vivo. Secondly, smoking was shown to interfere with normal vascular physiology. Flow-mediated vasodilatation in brachial and coronary arteries was reported to be impaired by smoking. Thirdly, smoking was associated with a change in serum lipid profiles in a proatherogenic manner. Lastly, cigarette smoking was linked to inflammation, which was tightly correlated with formation of atherosclerotic plaques. This was supported by the findings of elevated white blood cell counts and proinflammatory cytokines in smokers.

The choroid is the vascular layer of the eye. It has the highest blood flow per unit weight of all tissues in the body. Many systemic physiological and pathological conditions that affect hemodynamics are shown to have an impact on choroidal structure and function. The effect of smoking on the choroid has been studied previously. Using Wistar rat as an animal model, the index of choroidal vascular resistance—taking into account both the vascular and interstitial components of the choroid. Therefore, CVI might be a more robust marker than CT. Indeed, in a large cohort of healthy subjects, CVI (but not CT) was shown to be independent from ocular and systemic factors such as axial length, intraocular pressure, age, and systolic blood pressure. The utility of CVI to evaluate choroidal vasculature was also validated in common ocular and systemic diseases. In this study, cigarette smoking was shown to be associated with decreased CVI and not CT. This effect may arise from decreased LA or increased SA or a combination of both in chronic smokers. The exact mechanism was not explored in the current study, but a plausible hypothesis could be extrapolated from how cigarette smoking affects blood vessels elsewhere in the body. Decreased LA could be a result of impaired vasodilatation secondary to endothelial dysfunction, whereas increased SA might be due to a chronic proinflammatory response leading to exudation and fibrosis. In addition, CVI is a two-dimensional measurement and can provide more robustness and stability to the measurement as against CT, which is a single-dimensional measurement. Further studies would be required to test these hypotheses.

Using OCT technology, we investigated the effect of smoking on choroidal thickness. However, the results were inconsistent. In the assessment of the acute effect of smoking, Sizmaz et al. showed cigarette smoking caused a significant decrease in CT and 3 hours after smoking, while Ulus et al. reported a significant increase in CT within 1 hour of smoking that subsequently returned to baseline. Regarding chronic effects of smoking, decreased CT were more often observed in chronic smokers. However, there was one report that showed no significant difference in CT between smokers and non-smokers. This discrepancy can also be due to the fact that CT being a single dimension measurement may result in possible inherent variability.

Choroid is a heterogeneous tissue consisting of blood vessels and stroma including connective tissue, nerves, extracellular fluid, and melanocytes. Measurement of CVI takes into account both the vascular and interstitial components of the choroid. Therefore, CVI might be a more robust marker than CT. Indeed, in a large cohort of healthy subjects, CVI (but not CT) was shown to be independent from ocular and systemic factors such as axial length, intraocular pressure, age, and systolic blood pressure. The utility of CVI to evaluate choroidal vasculature was also validated in common ocular and systemic diseases. In this study, cigarette smoking was shown to be associated with decreased CVI and not CT. This effect may arise from decreased LA or increased SA or a combination of both in chronic smokers.

Looking at the acute effects of smoking on ocular hemodynamics with the laser speckle method, cigarette smoking increased blood velocity in the choroid-retina in habitual smokers within 30 minutes after smoking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Smoker</th>
<th>Non-Smoker</th>
<th>P Value</th>
<th>Adjusted P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients [No. (%)]</td>
<td>39 (46.9)</td>
<td>44 (53.1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of eyes [No. (%)]</td>
<td>78 (46.9)</td>
<td>88 (53.1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in years [y, Mean ± SD]</td>
<td>41.79 ± 6.48</td>
<td>36.56 ± 8.77</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pack years [Mean ± SD]</td>
<td>8.89 ± 5.53</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVI [Mean ± SD]</td>
<td>0.65 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.67 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRT [μm, Mean ± SD]</td>
<td>223.56 ± 22.18</td>
<td>220.92 ± 17.56</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td>0.402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFCT [μm, Mean ± SD]</td>
<td>504.25 ± 57.09</td>
<td>311.35 ± 68.89</td>
<td>0.4692</td>
<td>0.570</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Obtained using t-test for independent samples.
‡ Obtained using linear mixed model to account for both eyes from the same patient and adjusted for age.
In conclusion, cigarette smoking was shown to be associated with lower choroidal vascularity measured by CVI in a dose dependent manner. The utility of CVI as a non-invasive marker to predict systemic vascular dysfunction or onset of ocular diseases, such as age-related macular degeneration in smokers is worth exploring in future studies.
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**Figure 2.** Box plots demonstrating the change in choroidal vascularity index (CVI) with increasing cigarette consumption (A), change in foveal retinal thickness (FRT) with increasing cigarette consumption (B), and change in subfoveal choroidal thickness (SFCT) with increasing cigarette consumption (C).


